Radio Episode Schedule 2020

No.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Episode Title

Day

Date

Link

Arbitration in financial disputes
related to personal status
A television episode about the
environment of integrity,
transparency and accountability in
judicial seizure processes
The role of the customs police force
in the judicial seizure process
Recommendation in the Palestinian
elections: Looking for the future and
searching for solutions
The role of the Preventive Security
service in the judicial seizure process
Arbitration as a means of settling
land area disputes
TV episode on "Integrity,
Transparency and Accountability in
judicial seizure processes of Law
Enforcement Bodies"
Judicial seizure at the Prosecution for
Combating Economic and
Environmental Crimes
Uncontested election in local body
elections

Wednesday

16/12/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixuv1pNdYZ8

Monday

14/12/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGLUd5j_8WM

Wednesday

9/12/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZhVPl_7aSU

Tuesday

8/12/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VD3H8P3DZAU

Wednesday

2/12/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPDa6x2IhyQ

Wednesday

25/11/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lZLTFdozFk

Monday

23/11/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-NIxIJ2qS8

Wednesday

18/11/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7BLlB6MwOY

Tuesday

17/11/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYNy0BtJNiE

10. The role of the Public Prosecution in
judicial seizure

Wednesday

1/11/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZqB6HK_Rps&pbjr
eload=101

11. Arbitration in construction and
building disputes
12. Criminal mediation in juvenile cases
13. Arbitration in labor disputes
14. Arbitration as an alternative formal
mechanism for resolving disputes
15. Alternative formal methods of dispute
resolution
16. إTo what extent does the participation
of female students in the university
student movement contribute to the
creation of female leaders?
17. The impact of the division on the
participation of female students in the
student council. Student council
elections in universities
18. Female students ’reluctance to
participate in student council
elections in Palestinian universities…
reasons and solutions
19. Palestinian women and the decisionmaking process
20. Palestinian women and decisionmaking in the time of the Coronavirus
... Reality and Prospects
21. Female students ’participation in
student council elections in

Wednesday

28/10/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qdk5qCtPaI

Thursday
Wednesday
Wednesday

8/10/2020
29/9/2020
23/9/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbs-YiJn8-o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igiDP7qYqV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqou4JXGI0E

Wednesday

16/9/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dyi2FGdzq1Q

Thursday

20/8/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oN9dRF2YPN0

Wednesday

5/8/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFBJaiKbEeo

Wednesday

27/9/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHWxy1tEyaE

Saturday

16/5/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2_gdi-CtEw

Wednesday

23/4/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n6YxV4hitg

Sunday

8/3/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaAWJk5PomA

Palestinian universities… The
dilemma and the solution
22. The level of practices and the extent
of trends towards enhancing the
political participation of female
students in the constitutions and
regulations of the student movement
23. The reality of female students’
participation in student councils reading the crisis and analyzing
obstacles

Monday

17/2/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOjE2J146d4

Monday

10/2/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OX1Ryw8J0Q

